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Open science practices in
geospatial education and research
stephane.joost@epfl.ch
Laboratory of Geographic Information Systems (LASIG, EPFL)
Geographic Information Research and Analysis for Public Health (GIRAPH, EPFL&HUG)
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GIS Lab – 2 missions
Research
Education
Timothée Produit (LASIG) at Gobabeb Research & Training Center, Namibia
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Education
Buttonology
«How to use tools constrained by software 
licenses and negotiated by universities over 
the years…» (Ertz et al. 2014)
• Teach students how to use GIS software
• Avoiding
• Empower the students by revealing the logic of 
algorithms
• Open source code as text: available for reading, 
manipulating, understanding
• Consider geospatial methods as tools in own
research & as subjects for research
• Global situation “open source vs commercial” in geo-
education is mixed
• Since 2010, GIS teaching at EPFL is exclusively based
on open solutions
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Education – collaborative writing & open access data, data repositories
• ENV-444 EDA & GVIZ
• Create an original geodataset
• Working hypothesis
• Collaborative writing with
Authorea
• Manage research sources with
Zotero
• Fake paper submission to Moodle
• Upload open access dataset to 
Zenodo Sandbox
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Education – 2 MOOCs, open source software only (french & english soon)
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Research
•Molecular ecology, 
conservation genomics, 
spatial epidemiology
•Relationships between living 
organisms and the 
environment
•How do species i) adapt to 
their local environment?
ii) resist to diseases?
– open publications Special issue – Frontiers’ research topic
Project’s budget to cover publishing fees
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Research – software development
Open access text and code
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Research – open data 
• Data released in accordance with the
Fort Lauderdale Principles (2003)
• Public declaration in biomedicine 
supporting free and unrestricted
use of genome sequencing data
• Data are made available under the 
“Responsible use” 
• Balance between interests of the 
scientific community to access the
data and the needs of data producers 
to receive recognition for their work
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Research – open data
Namibia
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& Vegetation survey
Research - Conservation of endangered species & animal counting
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• May 2014, May 2015
• 14’000 RGB images
• 6’000 NIR images
• Next mission October 2017
• How to store and make these data 
open access…
• …using geographic characteristics
(enabling spatial queries)
• Digital geo-repositories
• Open Data Hackdays, EPFL, 
November 2017
Research – open data 
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Knowledge must be accessible to African wildlife conservation community
RISK
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LASIG - Active to spread open geoscience practices since 2008 
Open source GIS tools
• 1978 MOSS a pioneer vector-based 
GIS by the US Dpt of Interior
• 1982 GRASS GIS by US Army Corps 
of Engineers
• 2002 QGIS – most used
Open Spatial Communities
• Free and Open Source Software for 
Geoinformatics 2004 (FOSS4G)
• FOSS4G 2006 Lausanne
• Quickly like any Business conference
• Education, academic
• Main outputs
http://www.ogrs-community.org/
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Papers about open geospatial R&E in open access geospatial journals… 
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OGRS 2009, Vannes, France
• Wrong way!
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OGRS 2012, Yverdon-les-Bains, Switzerland
• Self-edition, SNF funds
• Dissemination through Lulu.com
• Free download, cost for the book + 
shipping
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OGRS 2016, Perugia, Italy
• PeerJ platform
• Collection
• Open peer review
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Conclusion
• It does not matter: it is definitely true for science
• For the while, it is not true for all scientists, at least for those who have not 
published in such high IF journals before…
• Looking forward to seeing how Openness will concretely be taken into
account to promote the career of «open scientists»…
“… the scientific content of a paper is much more 
important than publication metrics or the name of 
the journal in which it was published”, SNF
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Thank you for your attention !
